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The second SUNYConnect LMS site is up and running! SUNY Oswego went live
with their ALEPH500 system on July 3, 2001. System Librarian, Natalie Sturr
reports that "Our STP went as smoothly as we could hope. The timing was very
good - a very slow week during a pretty slow time. Because of schedules of key
people, we needed to go live that week, or wait until September - an option we
really didn't want."

In addition to this milestone, Oswego is the first LAIP site to go live with the new
library system. Here we have a "proof of concept," namely migrating from the
Multilis software to the ALEPH software.

Getting to STP (switch to production) takes efforts on many people's part. The
System Librarian has to take her fair share (to say the least). "You do have to put
some elbow grease into implementing this system, but it's not really that difficult,"
Vince Courtney, SUNYConnect LMS Project Leader at SUNY Fredonia. These
tasks can include overseeing the data conversion process, installing (and re-
installing) client software, configuring more than a couple database tables,
coordinating, collaborating, communicating and cajoling. Ideally, others help out
with decisions regarding indexing, customizing the Web OPAC, and training
library staff. Over time, SUNY OLIS plans to provide some of this ground work
for libraries implementing ALEPH in the future. Regardless, the System Librarian
has to pay attention to a myriad of issues, big and small, while attempting to
extend "ownership" of the new library system to her colleagues.

Natalie says, "There are things that are just wonderful about this system. Folks
quickly found they could renew books online. The user functions [available via
the OPAC] are a big hit." Congratulations to Natalie and her colleagues for
reaching this milestone. The hope is that they all share in this sentiment: "After
Fredonia's STP we said 'that was fun!'", Vince Courtney and Katie Loomis
(SUNY Fredonia).
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